Production Support Staff

Assistant Lighting Designer - Gabbie Reeves
Costume Shop Supervisor - Joyce Bamman
Wardrobe Supervisor - Will Hornsby
Wardrobe Crew - Whitney Bishop, Paige Brummer, Lily Kate Gwin, EM Johnson, Emma Littlefield, Gracie Smith
Carpenters - William Corbitt, Rori Pritchett
Scenic Painter - Grace Bennett, Matthew Harbison
Electrician - Caden Blackwell, Camden Zackery
Seamstresses - Madison Alward, Malachi Leakes, Mackenzie McMillion
Scene Shop Assistants - Taye Bass, Grace Bennett, Isaac Black, Matthew Harbison, Chris Harrell, Rori Pritchett, Gabbie Reeves
Prop Shop Assistants - Haden Blackburn, Mackenzie Green, Nerissa Newsom, Ivana Taylor
Costume Shop Assistants - Kelsey Dunahoo, Ellen Fox, Gracie Grant, Will Hornsby, Chloe Rensink, Anna Grace Willis
Electric Shop Assistants - Jacob Brooks, Elijah Byrd, Jean Cardwell, Preston Dubose, Tyreece Mayo, Pate Spencer, Dawson Tidwell
Marketing and Publicity Manager - Taylor Dewberry
Marketing and Publicity Assistant Manager - Arlana Spencer
Media and Publicity Assistants - Olivia Ratto, Sydney Cobb
Video and Photo Media Manager - Kelsey Dunahoo
Program Design - Olivia Ratto
Illustrator - Ariana Bell
Box Office Manager - Leanna Lake
Box Office Assistants - Reagan Gross, Macy Sauls, Maggie Scarborough, Leanna Lake, Whitney Bishop, Chandler Greer, Colton Suttles, Caleb Quick, Eli Carr
House Manager - Leanna Lake
Assistant House Manager - Maggie Scarborough
Ushers - Chandler Greer, Colton Suttles, Caleb Quick, Brianna Lewis, David Miller, Maggie Scarborough
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Jane Barwood Department Secretary
Dominique Angel Lecturer, Dance
James Arakas Assistant Professor, Lighting Design
Tori Lee Averett Department Chair, Associate Professor
Joyce Bamman Lecturer, Theatre
Brittany Bodley Assistant Professor, Costume Design
James Boyd Lecturer, Dance
Quinton Cockrell Associate Professor, Performance
Adrienne Hicks Lecturer
Deborah Chappell Hicks Coordinator of Dance
Frank Marquette Professor of Practice
Dave McGinnis Lecturer, Technical Director, Scene Shop Manager
Jenny Meadows Lecturer, Theatre Education
Tommy Newman Lecturer, Musical Theatre, Playwriting
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ARTISTIC STAFF

Artistic Director
JAMES BOYD

Assistant Director
TAYLOR DEWBERRY

Technical Director
BRITTANY DEBODLEY

Stage Manager
LYDIA TWIGGS

Assistant Stage Managers
ISAAC BLACK
MARY ELIZABETH BROOKS
ANDI LANCASTER
AMBER SMITH

Technical Director
DAVE MCGINNIS

Sound Engineer
KENNY BECK

Properties Master
NERISSA NEWSOM
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EMMA THOMASON

Light Board Operator
GABRIEL RIEVES

Sound Board Operator
MANDI SELLERS

Sound Technician
PATE SPENCER

Graphic Designer
OLIVIA KATTOŚ

Appreciation
Choreographers: Carlos Garland and Marisa Dolan
Videography: DanceLook, LLC
Understudies: Mialiya Harris

Awakenings
Choreographer: Dominique Angel
Music: Philip Glass “Metamorphosis II”
Cast: Adrienne Hicks, James Boyd (4/21, 4/22, 4/23, 4/27)
Taylor Griffith, Quintin Moore (4/24, 4/26)

Ever Present
Choreographer: Adrienne Hicks
Music: Bishop Briggs, “Dead Man Arms”; Lindsey Stirling, “Underground”
Understudy: Alina Sullivan

From Across the Room
Choreographer: Jamaal White
Music: Pink Martini, Storm Large “Soldiad”; Pink Martini “Un Notte a Napoli”; Pink Martini, Ari Shapiro “Ov Sirun Sirun”
Cast: Ceara Calton, Danielle Daniel, Crystal Dubose, Taylor Griffith, Grayson Harris, Kyndal Hearn, Olivia Kattos, Meghan Lyman, Quintin Moore and Emily Ward

INTERMISSION

Threads From A String of Swing
Choreographer: Daryl Gray
Music: Glenn Miller Orchestra “String of Pearls,” Antonio Christian, Gabby Deaton, Alex Folks, Ireland Clayton, Mialiya Harris, Kyndal Hearn, Erin Johnson, Mialiya Harris, Michaela Pearse, Leia Reieh
Understudies: Jaala Hall, Malachi Leaks, Michaela Pearse

DIRECTOR’S NOTES:

Tonight’s performance will flood your senses with visual fictions aimed to trigger your curiosity, possibly causing you to wonder as we have during this creative process. What is illusion? As the Artistic Director, I’m thrilled to present a production team who is the best of Troy University’s Theatre and Dance faculty. With their support we are able to offer you an original dance concert performed by pre-professionals driven to succeed and hungry for success. It truly takes a village to create a production, especially one original from beginning to end, and I want to thank everyone involved with making this original production possible, and I want to thank you, the audience, for attending and supporting the Arts! Now, sit back and enjoy as we stretch reality, manipulate focus, light up the space, and expand the ILLUSION UNIVERSE!